Lesvos, January 2019
Dear friends,
Six months after our summer newsletter, we are back to narrate you
some updates of our life in Mikros Dounias.
Currently, fifteen children spend their days in Mikros Dounias. Half of
them reside in the open refugee camp of Lesvos Solidarity, where our
daily activities take place; the rest come every day from the city of
Mytilene. This means that the members of our community originate
from five countries (Greece, Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Belgium) and
have six mother languages (Arabic, Kurmanji Kurdish, Sorani Kurdish,
Farsi, French, Greek). In order to communicate, we use our hearts and
feelings; our bodies and faces; the words that we learn in each other’s
language. It is working out!

We do speak some English in our daily life (English is the official
language of the camp and many of the children-residents already
have a good level of communication). However, we consciously focus
on learning the Greek language. We met this decision through
observing the harmonic transition and adaptation of a former Mikros
Dounias’ member from Syria to the public Greek school.

September was full of action and new experiences. We observed that
children who have been attending the project since the previous
school year bring with them the culture of Mikros Dounias, a dynamic
culture that is constantly being created by all members of the
community. With their help and example, and through the coordinated
support offered by pedagogues and parents, the majority of new
children joining us manage to have a smooth transition. This is very
important for our project: as the arrivals and departures of refugee
families to Lesvos can occur anytime, the adaptation of new children
in Mikros Dounias takes place throughout the school year.



In the beginning of October, Mikros Dounias completed one year of
function! Our birthday was celebrated with a presentation of the
project,

several

games

in

the

woods

and

a

delicious

cake

accompanied by singing.
November on Lesvos was rainy and windy. Our waterproof suits,
together with our positive mood towards any weather conditions,
allowed us to be happy among mud, water and explorations. The
wood-burning stove in the middle of our yurt safeguards the balance,
by creating a warm place for playing, creating and relaxing.

We built up many new constructions in the woods: a sand pit, an
outdoor kitchen, a climbing net, a balancing wheel, a boat that travels
through the air. We do not solely construct for the children but rather
with the children for our community.

The optional music circle, which is voluntarily offered on a weekly basis
by a mother of Mikros Dounias, runs its second school year. In the forest,
every form of art shapes its own curve: music that is created by natural
sounds is tuned up with the music created by each one of us.

Mikros Dounias’ intuitive painting workshop is operating! In the center of
the round Solidarity Dome, each color has its brushes; around the
colors, each child has its easel. We focus on the process and not the
product of creation, as the aim of the workshop is to permit the sincere,
spontaneous expression of feelings and creativity.

Our first text to be published
introduces

the

topic

of

adultism, the discrimination of
minors on the grounds of their
young age. In it, we discuss
the problem as well as some
strategies for adults who want
to become allies for children.
Find it attached in Greek and
English!

In August, we participated in EUDEC 2018, the annual European
Conference of Democratic Education that took place in Korfes, Crete.
We want to warmly thank the organizing team and all participants for
this inspiring and uniting experience.
In the frame of the conference, we cooperated with the pedagogical
project Mikro Dentro, which operates in Thessaloniki, northern Greece we want to warmly thank its pedagogical team for the fruitful
interaction. We presented our pedagogical projects and held a
speech on “Dealing with discrimination within learning communities”.
Watch the speech here.

On the 2nd of December, our beloved Marit Heldal and the
organization Gjengen I ryggen organized a celebration for Mikros
Dounias in Trondheim, Norway. The incomes of the event, which
included an art auction, will support our project in the upcoming
months. We thank all people involved from the bottom of our hearts!

On the 18th of December, families and friends of Mikros Dounias from
the camp and the city met up in the magical big dome for a winter
celebration. We played, exchanged, created winter decorations from
natural and upcycled materials. Accompanied by various musical
instruments, we sang and danced to traditional carols and songs. With
these melodies, through the cold wind, we send you our best wishes for
a creative and peaceful new year.

Warmly,
The pedagogues & parents of Mikros Dounias

